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What are Services
of General Interest (SGI)?
• Derives from EU legislation
• 2 main domains

– SSGI: Social Services 
of General Interest

– SGEI: Services of
General Economic
Interest

SGI

SSGI

education

health & care

labour market

social housing

…

SGEI

transportation

comm. & postal

energy

water & waste

…



Definitions
“Services of General Economic 

Interest”
COM(2007)725, p.4

• “Services of general 
economic interest: the 
provision and organisation of 
these services are subject to 
internal market and 
competition rules of the EC 
Treaty since their activities 
are economic in nature. In the 
case of large network 
industries having a clear 
European-wide dimension, 
such as telecommunications, 
electricity, gas, transport and 
postal services, the services 
are regulated by a specific EU 
legislative framework.”

“Services of General Interest”
COM(2004)374, Annex 1

• “The term “services of 
general interest” cannot be 
found in the Treaty itself. It is 
derived in Community 
practice from the term 
“services of general economic 
interest”, which is used in the 
Treaty. It is broader […] and 
covers both market and 
nonmarket services which the 
public authorities class as 
being of general interest and 
subject to specific public 
service obligations.”

“Social Services of General 
Interest”

COM(2004)374, p.16

• “Social services of general 
interest have a specific role to 
play as an integral part of the 
European model of society. 
[…] social and health services 
of general interest […] ensure 
that citizens can effectively 
enjoy their fundamental rights 
and […] they strengthen social 
and territorial cohesion.“
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~ SGI as potential asset for coping with grand challenges
and a means to reach the main long term EU objectives
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Political economic roots of SGI
Public services / service public / Daseinsvorsorge / peruspalvelut / …

• Growing importance in times of industrialisation and urbanisation
– for the Kapitallose Klasse
– Enlargement and enhancement of transportation and energy networks
– Improvements in medical and social care, safety for the working class and answer to urban poverty

• Growing importance in and after times of war and crises
– Beveridge report: how to recover the society of a post-WWII Britain

• High times in the 20th Century welfare state regimes (Keynesianism)

• Changes in post-fordist regimes (Schumpeterianism)
– growing societal diversification and supra- as well as sub-national foci require a re-

interpratation of SGI provision, finance and responsibilities
– Europeanisation and liberalisation trends

• Changes in the age of multiple global crises
– Pollution, scarcity, recession, poverty, market-failure, state protection, de-globalisation,…



The five miseries of society/
The five remedies of welfare
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Beveridge (1942); an idea of an integrated approach of fiscal means and social services
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• Theory of Public Goods (Samuelson, Buchanan, Tullock)
– At last it is a collective decision „between a private market which will 

systematically produce biased decisions and governments which will equally
systematically produce ill-considered decisions.“ (Tullock 1971: 918)

• Theory of Public Choice (Marmolo, Kaul, Mendoza)
– Policy and society assign the private/public status to a good or service
– This assignment is dynamic over time and varies through regulations, 

eligibilities and redistributions
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(4) Fully indivisible good with
interaction of small groups;

e.g. swimming pool

(5) Idealtypical public good;
e.g. knowledge

(2) Partly divisible goods with
interactions to small groups;

e.g. fire extinguisher

(3) Partly divisible good with
interactions for large groups;

e.g. vaccination

(1) Idealtypical private good;
e.g. Milk

(-)

Size of interacting group Buchanan (1968)

Theoretical perspectives

 Think SGI in political-normative terms
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• Public facility location theory
• Location decisions of pure market goods are singular

decisions; but for pubic goods systemic decisions
• Michael Teitz (1968)

• How narrow/wide the network of locations is, is a 
matter of political decision making.
“Equity is high and efficiency is low in a system of closely-spaced centers; 
and equity is low and efficiency high in a widely-spaced system.”

• Michael Dear (1978: 95)

Cf. Humer & Granqvist (2020)

Theoretical perspectives

 Think SGI in regional-systemic terms



3 Types (9 Subtypes)
of national SSGI Organisation in Europe

8Humer, Rauhut, Da Costa (2013)



Types of regional SGI provision in Europe

9Humer & Palma (2013)

…compared to EU-NUTS2 average



A new leitbild for EU Cohesion Policy?
SGI for arriving at “grounded regions“
• The Foundational Economy speaks of

“well-grounded cities“ (Engelen et al. 2017)
– FE to stabilise urban development (against crises, depopulation, 

societal problems)
Inverting the meaning of words:

basic sector, basic needs
• Excursus: Garrett Hardin vs Elinor Ostrom

– GH: “The Tragedy of the Commons“ necessarily leads to either
socialism or full privatisation

– EO: “The Governing of the Commons“; Self-organisation of SGI 
in small co-responsible groups

 a grounded region beyond a market-vs-state dialectic
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Franz, Y. & Humer, A. (2021) EU Cohesion Policy: towards grounded cities and regions; In: 
Rauhut, D., Sielker, F. & Humer, A. (eds.) (2021) EU Cohesion Policy and Spatial Governance: 
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Hypothetical implications for
EU Cohesion and Regional Policy

• “Grounded Region“ as an alternative to
“Competitiveness vs Cohesion“

• Re-focussing of Smart Specialisation Strategies
towards regional basic needs through SGI

• more CLLD, more societal involvement
• empowerment and responsibility of local and regional initiatives
• more lump-sum and open-ended funding

• Evaluation of the societal added value of projects
– …in addition to the financial and economic correctness

• expected advantage:
stabilised regions and an EU closer to its citizens
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Thesis:
Make SGI a much stronger matter in 

European affairs
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Franz, Y. & Humer, A. (2021) EU Cohesion Policy: towards 
grounded cities and regions; In: Rauhut, D., Sielker, F. & 
Humer, A. (eds.) (2021) EU Cohesion Policy and Spatial 
Governance: Territorial, Social and Economic Challenges; 
edited volume; Cheltenham: Edward Elgar
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